
Is it us, or has this been the strangest of winters, weather-wise?
 

If You Admire the View,
You Are a Friend Of Kananaskis
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Rebuilding Kananaskis Country's Interpretive Trails
News from the Board: Creating volunteer opportunities for you
Other News: The winter speaker series is back -- and so are the bears, plus a survey
opportunity
Kananaskis Special Places: Barrier Lake Reservoir
The Critters of K-Country: Pine Grosbeaks

Rebuilding Kananaskis Country's Interpretive Trails
by Nancy Ouimet, Program Coordinator



We received fantastic news this week. The Calgary
Foundation has approved a $77,000 grant to support
our Rebuilding Kananaskis Country’s Interpretive
Trails project. In partnership with Alberta Parks, the
Friends of Kananaskis Country is working to replace
interpretive signage that was damaged or destroyed by the
2013 flood. This is the first phase of a much larger initiative
to refresh all interpretive trail signage; currently there are 32 official interpretive trails, and
we are targeting refreshing 3 trails per year.
 
The goal of this project is to foster a relationship between the visitor, the natural
environment, and the flood affected area. This project will enhance visitor’s knowledge,
thus positively influencing their awareness and understanding about the natural aspects of
the site. More specifically, it will provide an opportunity to share the unique story of the
2013 flood, outline the environmental impacts at various natural sites, and highlight the
community’s support and involvement in rebuilding Kananaskis Country. We are adopting
an approach of fewer, but more engaging and effective, interpretive signs (4-6 signs) to
reduce distractions and allow the site to speak for itself.
 
The Calgary Foundation funding will enable the design and fabrication of 29 interpretive
panels in six priority locations. Following is a brief description of these interpretive
locations.
 
Heart Creek: Heart Creek trail is located in Bow
Valley Wildland Provincial Park. The landscape
of the canyon and creek was drastically changed
following the 2013 flood. This 1.3km trail is very
popular with locals and visitors due to its
proximity to Canmore and access to climbing
areas, and the Friends helped rebuild the trail in
the fall of 2013. Four interpretive signs will be
replaced at this site, one at the trail head, two above Heart Creek, and one at the end of
the canyon. Target date for sign installation is June/July 2015.
 
Elbow Falls: Located at Elbow Falls Provincial Recreation Area, Elbow Falls is a small
set of waterfalls along the Elbow River. After the 2013 floods, the day use area was
significantly damaged. The Elbow River overflowed its banks and destroyed all of the
picnicking area and most of the paved trails. This area attracts hundreds of thousands of
visits annually. There are 3 lookouts; one near the end of the parking area above the falls,
one halfway up the rock outcrop facing the falls, and another higher up. Six interpretive
panels will be replaced at this site, one at the trail head, and five distributed throughout the
various lookouts. The target for both the trail work and the sign installation is September
2015.

http://www.thecalgaryfoundation.org/


Beaver Flat: Beaver Flat is a 1.4km trail running
alongside a series of active beaver ponds in the
Beaver Lodge Day Use Area, about half a
kilometre east of Elbow Falls. The Elbow River
damaged segments of this interpretive trail and
signs, however the beaver lodge next to the trail
is still relatively intact (beavers work faster than
Parks!). Four signs will be replaced. The target for both the trail work and the sign
installation is September 2015.
 
Mount Kidd: Located in the Evan-Thomas
Provincial Recreation Area, Mount Kidd trail
primarily followed the Kananaskis River for 1.2km.
When the Kananaskis River overflowed its banks,
the trail and signs were washed away. This trail is
a popular attraction for Mount Kidd RV Park
visitors, and is targeted for rebuild in August 2016.
Five signs will be replaced in September 2016.
 
Boulton Creek: Boulton Creek is located in Peter Lougheed Provincial Park. The trail is a
3km loop through a forest of trees leading to a historic forest cabin. The interpretive trail is
a popular attraction for Boulton Creek Campground visitors. The portion of the trail - and
interpretive signs - that follow the creek were washed away in the flood, and will be
rerouted higher along the slope. Six signs will be replaced in June 2016, with the trail work
planned for September 2015.
 
Eau Claire: Located along the Kananaskis River in Spray Valley Provincial Park, this is an
easy 1.5km trail loop. The interpretive trail is a popular attraction to the Eau Claire
Campground visitors. Sections of this trail and signs were damaged in the flood. The trail
work is targeted for September 2015, and four signs will be replaced in July 2016.

Friends of Kananaksis Country members will have the opportunity to get involved in this
project by volunteering to help with the installation of the signage at these six locations.
Keep an eye out for volunteer call outs for “Interpretive Signage Installations”.



Curious pine marten. Photo courtesy John Paczkowski, Alberta Parks

News from the Board: Creating new volunteer opportunities
By Derek Ryder, Board Chairman

Of our over 1,300 members, about 500 of you have been out actively working on our
volunteer projects in the last 3 years. We get feedback from you that you want to do more.
In particular, from the ~800 of you that haven’t been out, we hear how you would like to
help us fulfill our mission to enhance K-Country in other ways.

As I alluded to last month the Board is actively looking for projects we can do that hold to
our mission and our trails focus, but allow a bit of diversity in the kinds of things we do.
As a “for instance”, Nancy mentioned above how our interpretive trail signage program is
moving ahead. In some cases, this does mean assisting with the building/repairing of
interpretive trails. But mostly, it means helping with the installation of trail signage. We
have a LOT of interpretive trails to do. What started out in the spring of 2014 as an idea to
rejuvenate the Heart Creek trail into a flood interpretive trail has blossomed into a multi-
year agreement with Parks to upgrade almost 30 trails.

As we actively look for ways to help you can give back to Parks, we are exploring how we
can assist with a problem we have in Bow Valley Wildland park, specifically in the Park's
wildlife corridors around Canmore. The Town of Canmore initiated work last fall on ways to
manage human use in these corridors.



People aren’t actually allowed in a designated wildlife
corridor. When the corridor is designated under law,
human use is specifically restricted. For example, on the
north side of the valley, the Montane Traverse trail is an
approved trail running through a designated corridor
running from Stoneworks Creek to Cougar Creek above
Silvertip. You’re welcome on the trail, but not allowed to
stray from the trail.

Before the Montane Traverse trail, there were numerous random paths in that corridor.
Human-wildlife conflicts in the corridor were commonplace. When use was restricted to
the designated trail, research showed wildlife use of the corridor increased. Wildlife
movement was enhanced. Conflict was reduced. The new, well-designed trail became
popular with hikers and mountain bikers. It was a “win” for people, wildlife and the Park
environment.

A similar opportunity exists over on the south side of the valley in the wildlife corridor
below the popular Highline Trail. In that corridor, human use is routine, wildlife are active,
and conflict is commonplace. Work is underway to improve the situation, and while the
final recommendations have not been put forward and no decisions have been made, we
see projects coming forward to enhance the signage in the area, improve the education
about corridor boundaries, and participate in the research and monitoring of the effects of
any changes made.

The Friends have partnered with the Town of Canmore, Alberta Parks and others to
propose work in this space. It could mean volunteer opportunities on signage projects like
the Interpretive trails, research camera maintenance work, trail reclamation or
enhancements. Some of this work has already been initiated on Parks land by
Conservation Officers supported by the Bow Valley Stewards, and their work has made a
great and positive impact, but the envisaged project scope is significantly larger than they
can manage.

The Friends Board is eager to give you opportunities to help Kananaskis. We think this
could prove an exciting one to give some diversity to the work we do.

CORRECTION: In my article last month about snowshoe trails, Alf Skrastins correctly
pointed out that I neglected to mention there are 3 snowshoe trails in West
Bragg. Snowshoe Hare was built 5 years ago. Snowy Owl and Snowy Shortcut were built
this past summer. Now, if they only had snow on them...

The Friends Winter Speakers Series is Back!
by Nancy Ouimet, Program Coordinator



You are in for a treat - our winter Speaker Series has two exceptional presentations
coming up! John Paczkowski and Gordon Stenhouse will partner on a talk about Grizzly
Bear research in Kananaskis Country and Alberta, and world famous adventurer Will
Gadd will share his thrilling adventures in Kananaskis. Here’s more information about
these upcoming talks and the presenters. 

Grizzly Bear Research in Kananaskis Country and Alberta: A Two-Part Talk 
DATE: March 11, 2015 
TIME: 7:00pm
LOCATION: University of Calgary, Science Theatre ST 135, 527 Campus Place NW
ADMISSION FEE: $5 suggested donation

Part 1: Research, conservation and management of grizzly bears in Kananaskis
Country - John Paczkowski

The Kananaskis Region plays and important role
Alberta’s grizzly bear recovery. It also faces an
interesting challenge of balancing the needs of
people and grizzly bears in a relatively small area
with many different user groups. By combining
prevention, research, and aversive conditioning,
managers are maintaining this delicate balance.
Kananaskis Country was designed with grizzly
bears in mind and staff are constantly working to
improve the human bear interface. Research efforts use cameras, radio-collars and
genetics to better understand the distribution and abundance of grizzly bears in the region.
On-going aversive conditioning programs endeavour to teach bears how to behave when
they are around people. Interagency cooperation and an impressive team of volunteers
and stewards are key factors in managing grizzly bears in Kananaskis.

John Paczkowski is a Park Ecologist with Alberta Parks in Kananaskis Country, Alberta
and currently resides in Canmore. Over the past 25 years John has focused his career on
research, conservation and conflict prevention with carnivores including bears, wolves,
wolverine and Amur tigers in Canada and Russia. John provides the camera trap photos
from his research work for the Friends newsletter.

Part 2: New insights on the influence of roads on grizzly bears in Alberta – Gordon
Stenhouse

There have been numerous studies throughout North America where researchers have
investigated how grizzly bears respond to roads in grizzly bear habitat. Alberta has many
roads and access features that are associated with resource extraction industries and
many of these roads are found in key grizzly bear habitat. Over the past 15 years



Stenhouse's research team has studied GPS radio collared
grizzly bears along the east slopes of Alberta from the
Montana border to the Chinchaga area in the northern part
of our province. His work has focused on understanding
survival rates among different age/sex cohorts of bears,
physiological responses to roads, and how bears behave in
the vicinity or roads in Alberta. New research findings have implications for provincial
grizzly bear management and recovery which will be reviewed and discussed.

Gordon Stenhouse is a research scientist and the leader of the Foothills Research
Institute Grizzly Bear Research Program. This research program began in 1998 and has
grown to be one of the largest and most comprehensive bear research programs in North
America. There are now over 1000 scientific papers from the research team working on
this program over the past 15 years. Gord is on secondment from the Alberta ESRD and
is an adjunct professor at the Western College of Veterinary Medicine at the University of
Saskatchewan. He is also the past chairman of the Alberta Grizzly Bear Recovery Team.

Will Gadd's Adventures of Kananaskis Country
DATE: April 1, 2015 
TIME: 7:00pm
LOCATION: University of Calgary, Info Comms. Technology ICT 102, 856 Campus Place
NW
ADMISSION FEE: $5 suggested donation

Up, down and around, starting in Kananaskis
Country and around the world! Try to keep up with
National Geographic Adventurer of the Year, Will
Gadd, on some of the wildest expeditions ever,
ranging from stunt doubling for Jason Bourne to
setting world records in paragliding, climbing ice
(icebergs, caves, mountains, 24 hours), and other
mountain, TV and Hollywood adventures.
 
Will Gadd was named one of National Geographic’s 2014/2015 adventurers of the year,
Gadd is an experienced paraglider, kayaker, and champion ice climber, widely thought of
as being among the most versatile outdoor athletes in the world. Will's boundless energy
has him constantly seeking new adventures, such as his ambitious 35-day, 650-kilometre
paragliding flight over the Rocky Mountains from McBride, B.C. to the U.S. border. And in
case you just missed it, he and partner Sarah Hueniken just ice climbed Niagara Falls. All-
round action hero Will Gadd is a living legend in the truest sense.

For more information on our Speaker's Series, check the Upcoming Events page on our
website.

http://www.redbull.com/ca/en/adventure/stories/1331701943766/will-gadd-ice-climbing-niagara-falls
http://www.kananaskis.org/upcoming-events/


Survey help needed!

Researchers with Mount Royal University’s Institute for Environmental Sustainability,
funded by the Alberta Parks Research Fund, are interested in public views and beliefs on
the role of parks and nature on quality-of-life for those experiencing the end-of-life or for
their caregivers.
 
We are inviting anyone who is at the end-of-life, receiving palliative care, as well as any
caregivers or family members of loved ones who have experienced the end-of-life, to
share their views in the survey at this link.

Are the bears out?

In a word, yes. I took the photo on the right of fresh bear
scat on Friday, February 6th in the wildlife corridor above
Silvertip in Canmore while doing some volunteer work up
there. I was in that exact spot two weeks earlier and that
scat wasn't there. In addition to this, there was a confirmed
sighting of a bear near Elbow Falls, and another potential
sighting near Jura Creek.

Why are they up? Will they stay out? For John P's take on it, see this article from the
Rocky Mountain Outlook. In the meantime, don't forget your bear spray!

Welcome to Lawrence Nyman!

We would like you all to welcome Lawrence Nyman, our new bookkeeper and primary
office back-up person. Lawrence joined us in late January. He brings a wealth of
QuickBooks and non-profit accounting experience, plus has a track record of community
involvement as past-President of the Canmore Rotary Club and elsewhere. We're glad to
have him on board!

http://www.naturehealthresearch.ca/
http://www.rmoutlook.com/article/20150220/RMO0801/302209998/-1/rmo


Kananaskis’ Special Places: Barrier Lake Reservoir & the Lower Kan River
9th in a series by Derek Ryder, Director of Communications

The greater Kananaskis area protects numerous special places, and in this series of
articles, I’m going to take you to a number of my favourites. Some of these hide, and
some are in the open but get passed by. All are worth exploring if you want to see the
unique bits of our beloved space.

One of the parts of K-Country that you can’t help but notice are the reservoirs. In later
articles, I’m going to talk about K-Country’s natural lakes (there really aren’t that many of
them), but to start, I’ll be looking at the big lakes in K-Country, all of which are hydro-
electric reservoirs.

Barrier Lake one of the main gateways to K-
Country. Located entirely within Bow Valley
Provincial Park, it is a main power generation
facility on the Kananaskis River. The dam was
constructed in 1947, and was the first ever
TransAlta hydro plant run by remote control.
Despite looking like a very large lake and
being 5 km long, it’s narrow and has a rather small storage capacity for a hydroelectric
reservoir, and thus is considered a “run-of-the-river” plant. That means it generates
electricity using the natural flow of river water. It generates an average of 40,000 MWh of



electricity per year – enough for 6,100 houses.

From many perspectives (including the one to the left from
Heart Mountain's summit), the reservoir just looks like a
wide river. The lake is only 304 ha in size and stores just
24.8 million cubic meters of water, making it half as big as
Upper Kananaskis Lake with just 20% of the storage – but
it supplies 6 times the power since the “head” or drop from

lake level to the canyon below is substantial.

It is not a deep lake; the deepest section is the old
submerged canyon near the dam itself. The
submerged canyon is not particularly wide, as you
can see by simply looking downstream of the dam
itself (where you'll see the pretty little waterfall
pictured to the right). 

It is the downstream section that makes this dam
so impactful to K-Country lovers. The Lower
Kananaskis River (LKR) in Kananaskis Country is recognised as one of the premiere
whitewater paddling locations in Southern Alberta. The LKR is approximately ten
kilometres long. In this short distance there are a variety of recreational facilities including
two launch- and two landing-sites, a world-class kayak slalom course, an array of river
features (waves, eddies, and holes) and an overnight group camping facility. On this
section of the LKR, you’ll find commercial guiding and instructional groups, 

clubs and organisations, educational teaching and military
groups, and private recreational users. As well,
management at the LKR also integrates the operating
needs of TransAlta Utilities whose principle interest is to
regulate water flows for the generation of hydroelectric
power. It is a space of special, successful integrated use
management.

As we wrote about back in the October, 2012
issue of this newsletter, Barrier is home to sand
dunes and long sand beaches visible in the
picture to the right. These sands are blown in from
the alluvial fan flats at the south end of the lake,
and collect in a wind eddy created by what is
known locally as the Barrier Hill. At the Barrier
Lake day use area, there are boat launch ramps
and access points to the sandy areas.

http://www.kananaskis.org/2012-newsletter-archive/


The lake has a fair population of brown trout and mountain whitefish, and they can readily
move upstream gaining access to spawning areas. However, lake and river level
variations and the resulting impact of vegetation and insect life near shore generally
restrict growth rates of both fish. Barrier is regularly stocked with rainbow trout, and is
popular with fishing, though not generally from the shoreline.

Because Barrier is a “run of the river” hydro plant with
negligible storage capacity in the reservoir itself (the chart
to the left shows the average discharge through the year),
the flooding in 2013 affected the dam and power plant
significantly. Here’s a link to a video of the water flowing
through the spillway a few days after the worst of the rains.

You can see even the access road to the hydro plant was washed away, and TransAlta
worked diligently through till late 2014 to get the plant restored.

 
The Critters of K-Country: Pine Grosbeaks
9th in a Series by Derek Ryder, Director of Communications

Kananaskis Country is home to a wide variety of creatures, great and small. Big ones, like
bears and elk, get a lot of attention. In this series, I’m going to look at some of the ones we
pay less attention to.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=D36ldkvmmQ8


It’s February, and you’re out for a walk or a snowshoe in K-County, and a bird flies by. You
see flashes of gray and red and you think, “My goodness, the robins are back early!” Not
so fast. You’ve probably just had a chance encounter with a pine grosbeak.

Pine grosbeaks are year-round residents of K-
Country, but in the summer, they tend to hide in
high elevation pine forests, coming down to valley
bottoms in the winter. A member of the finch
family, they’re not at all averse to snow, and suffer
cold temperatures willingly. They are an eruptive
species and travel in substantial flocks, and so if
you find them, you rarely see just one. The males
and females are quite different, as you can see in
the photo to the right. The males are the red ones, while the females have a rusty yellow
colouration. Both have black and white wing bars.

In addition to being different colours between the sexes,
the colours of the plumage get darker with age, and the
amount of coloured plumage increases, too. Younger birds
have less colouration, sometimes only the hood on their
head (like immature male in the photo to the left), and are
obvious when seen side by side with fully decked out older
birds.

They feed on all sorts of seeds and berries including rose
hips and pine cones. They feed in trees or on the ground,
and are not particularly skittish, so can be approached
reasonably easily for photography.

And they like bird feeders. From November through April
(when feeders are allowed out here), I’ll get regular visits
from flocks numbering in the dozens.



Your Donations are Always Appreciated and Needed
 
We are pleased to recognize the contributions of
the Calgary Foundation, who in 2014, made a four-year
commitment to support the Friends in flood recovery
efforts, and who continue to support our work with grants.

There are many ways to express your gratitude for
Kananaskis Country and we are always grateful for
contributions that help us maintain our programs, operations and restore flood damaged
trails. Friends of Kananaskis Country is a registered charity in good standing and we
provide charitable receipts for donations over $20.00.  You can reach us directly by mail at
the address below, through the donations link on our website, through ATB Cares,
or CanadaHelps. Thank you for your support!

Friends of Kananaskis Country
201-800 Railway Avenue
Canmore, AB  T1W 1P1

 follow on Twitter |  like on Facebook | forward to a friend
 

http://www.thecalgaryfoundation.org/
http://www.kananaskis.org/how-to-help/donate/
https://www.atbcares.com/causes/124-890214430RR0001
http://www.canadahelps.org/CharityProfilePage.aspx?charityID=s65696
https://www.twitter.com/FriendsofKC/
https://www.facebook.com/FriendsofKananaskis?ref=tn_tnmn
http://us4.forward-to-friend.com/forward?u=6d85f5a88b9e2db3ad6136fc7&id=fb1d480a29&e=%5BUNIQID%5D
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